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THEDAKOTASTUDENT 
UND is looking at imple-
menting new tuition models 
that would encourage students 
to graduate in four years, but 
the plans have caused some con-
troversy after students brought 
them to the attention of the 
public. 
In the three proposals UND 
presented to some members of 
Student Senate in the beginning 
of March, one model would in-
crease tuition by 10.5 percent 
and the other by 12.3 percent 
for students enrolled in 15 to 18 
credits. 
The third model said it 
would include a set rate of tu-
ition for students for four years, 
but it did not say what that rate 
would be. 
UND’s current tuition plan 
Aerospace dean hiring process raises concerns
INSIDE: Student Government elections candidate info
Marie Monson
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Franklin speaks out against tuition model
Since UND school of Aero-
space Dean Bruce Smith’s retire-
ment announcement earlier this 
semester, there has been a high 
level of apprehension on cam-
pus, especially within the vari-
ous five aerospace departments. 
Although Smith has prom-
ised to remain in his position for 
15 months to ensure a thorough 
search for a replacement, several 
faculty, staff and students have 
expressed concern about the hir-
ing process.
Smith said in his an-
nouncement email he would 
stay through June of next year, 
but because Provost Thomas 
DiLorenzo’s office has said in a 
press release it would utilize all 
of those 15 months, “unless the 
new dean assumes the position 
before that time,” members of 
the aerospace community have 
worried the search will be con-
ducted too rapidly for their lik-
ing.
“I think we were just appre-
hensive that we would be given 
an interim dean that doesn’t 
know anything about aviation 
and aerospace sciences in par-
ticular and all the dimensions 
that we have,” aviation professor 
Kim Kenville said. “So I think 
we wanted to make sure that the 
president and provost knew that 
we want Dean Smith to stay un-
til the retirement date he gave in 
his letter.”
President of the Student Avi-
ation Advisory Council Chris-
tian Smith also worries the final 
decisions will be made by people 
who don’t fully understand the 
dynamics and responsibilities of 
the school.
“We don’t really get con-
troled too much from that side 
of campus, so when we have 
major decisions like this, the 
Twamley side of campus is go-
ing to come in and do their own 
thing, and that really makes us 
nervous,” he said.
The John D. Odegaard 
School of Aerospace Sciences has 
only had a total of two deans — 
John D.Odegaard, who founded 
the school, and Bruce Smith, 
who took over as dean in 2000, 
and both men had backgrounds 
in business and academia.
“We’re not saying that we 
don’t think a good search will 
happen, but I do know now that 
the aerospace industry is kind of 
enjoying full employment, and 
so who is going to be the right 
person for this job?” Kenville 
said. “It’s a business person but 
it’s also someone that under-
stands higher education and aca-
demics.” 
In response to several re-
quests, DiLorenzo met with 
aerospace faculty and staff last 
month to discuss the next steps 
in the process of looking for a 
new dean. 
In the meeting, he said UND 
will be hiring a consulting firm 
to aid in the hiring process, and 
some staff members are unsure 
of whether this is a necessary 
step.
“My feeling on that is I’m 
allows students to be consid-
ered full-time by taking at least 
12 credits, and the standard rate 
per credit is the same up to 21 
credits. 
In the new models, students 
taking more than 18 credits 
would see a huge price jump.
“I was very surprised that 
this was even proposed,” Stu-
dent Body President Tanner 
Franklin said. “With a little 
more thought, we could make 
this not so bearing on students. 
Unfortunately, even with con-
tinued appropriations from the 
state, there is still an increased 
cost for students.”
Franklin said UND was ini-
tially supposed to present its 
proposals to the North Dakota 
State Board of Higher Educa-
tion at the beginning of March. 
It was pushed back to the end of 
March, and then pushed back 
again to the middle of April, 
close to the end of the legislative 
session. 
Franklin said something 
similar happened four years ago 
at NDSU, when the school got 
appropriations from the state 
and proposed a drastic tuition 
hike once the legislative session 
ended that took effect. 
“I do not want that to hap-
pen to students at UND,” 
Franklin said.
The new models that have 
been proposed are aimed at in-
creasing transparency in costs. 
Course fees would be rolled into 
tuition, and program fees would 
be separate. The program fees 
would be extra on top of the base 
tuition rate. Course fees would 
be paid by all students.
“I’ve paid less than $100 in 
my college career in course fees,” 
Franklin said. “Every student 
would be paying course fees for 
every other student and them-
selves. That is my understand-
ing of the models. They would 
not be saving 
students all 
that much 
money.”
The third 
model, which 
would lock in 
a tuition rate 
for a student 
for four years, 
also includes 
other incen-
tives such as 
reducing the 
number of 
credits need-
ed to gradu-
ate from 
125 to 120 
and having 
a four-year 
guarantee program. 
The program would allow 
students to fill out a four-
year class schedule, and the 
university would guarantee 
those courses would be avail-
Megan Hoffman
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able — or else pay back the stu-
dents. 
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Tanner Franklin. 
Odegard Hall, home of the School of Aerospace Sciences, which is currently in need of 
a new dean by June next year. Photo by Jackson Smith/The Dakota Student.
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Steph had vivid dreams last night. She dreamt she was in an older cabin — not the kind she fre-
quented at her parents' lake house, but one she was not accustomed to and needed a drastic makeover. 
It had way too many mustard colors she thought. All of a sudden, the cabin started to flood. Water was 
flowing into it like it was a small bath tub. she jumped up in a fright and saw herself doing so in third 
person. She noticed that her body was now that of a boy’s, but she ignored it and pushed through the 
water out the front door and onto the lawn. The whole world was flooded, although it didn't matter. 
A platypus spiraled through the water and bit her butt. She screeched and looked around for it. The 
attacker struck again, so Steph dove under the water looking for him. It was too murky and when she 
came up for air, she found she was now a sea otter holding paws with another sea otter floating in the 
water. It was a magical loving feeling she had with the other sea otter, but deep in her core she felt a 
strong sense of guilt and anxiety that there was infidelity between them. Steph arose from her dream 
in a fright. She whipped the sheets off of herself thinking that she had wet the bed. To her relief she had 
not, but she did wake in a cold sweat. 
“Moments” by Bill Rerick
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Now hiring news, 
feature opinion and 
sports writers for Fall 
2015.
Also hiring editors 
for the 
2015-2016 
academic year.
Positions are paid 
and offer flexible 
hours.
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Editorial Policy
Will Beaton             Editor-in-Chief
Alex Bertsch           Opinion Editor
The Dakota Student is dedicated to the free exchange of 
ideas. Opinion columns and letters to the editor will not 
be edited for content reasons, except in cases of criminal or 
civil liability. The Dakota Student reserves the right to edit 
or reject columns or letters for various reasons. The ideas ex-
pressed in columns and letters reflect the views of the writer 
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of the staff of 
the Dakota Student.
The Dakota Student encourages readers to express their 
opinions on the editorial pages. Letters to the editor are 
published based on merit, general interest, timeliness and 
content. All letters must be limited to 250 words.
> Letters may be mailed to 2901 University Ave. Stop 8385, 
Grand Forks, N.D. 58202-8385 or dropped off at room 8, 
Memorial Union.
> Letters must be typed and must include the author’s 
name, major or profession and telephone number.
> All letters will be edited to fit the allocated space. Writer 
may be limited to one letter per month.
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Safety
When people become fearful, they become scarier 
than whatever they were afraid of in the first place. 
One of the best examples of this can be seen in the 
European Parliament where new “far-right” parties 
have been gaining power in the face of economic 
uncertainty.
Now, when I say “far-right” I don’t mean anything 
like the American far-right which is relatively tame, 
I mean parties like the Golden Dawn party of 
Greece, which has more akin with Nazi’s than with 
Republicans, and I don’t say that lightly. 
During one of its rallies, the party leader, Nikolaos 
Michaloliakos is quoted as saying, “We may do the 
Hitler salute, but at least our hands are clean.”
These parties have anti-semitic, anti-immigrant 
platforms that have earned them seats in the European 
Parliament. In the case of the Golden Dawn, they 
hold three of Greece’s 21 seats. 
Hungary’s Jobbik party has another three seats. 
The National Democratic Party of Germany holds 
one seat in the European Parliament, and while they 
don’t have any seats, other parties like the New Right 
in Romania, the National Revival of Poland and the 
New Force in Italy all have surprising amounts of 
influence for being neo-Nazi parties.
These parties are a reminder that when we get 
scared, we are willing to act irrationally to feel safe. 
Another great example of this is the Patriot 
Act, a law that has allowed the government to spy 
on whoever they want in the name of protecting 
our country from terrorism. When the bill was first 
passed, it was scene as a necessity to stop terrorist 
activity. But even now after we have found out what 
the government is doing, there are still people who 
will defend it as a necessity.
Social critic H.L. Mencken once wrote that “the 
average man does not want to be free. He simply wants 
to be safe.” I never used to believe this, but there are 
many examples of this. We shouldn’t value our safety 
over our freedom, and yet when we are afraid that is 
exactly what we do. We give up our freedoms so that 
we can feel protected.
Or do we? You see there are many examples where 
people give up their safety in order to be free. It wasn’t 
safe for Edward Snowden to attempt to reveal what 
the NSA was doing with the Patriot Act, but he did to 
ensure freedom for himself and the public. 
In our literature, we see heroes who would sacrifice 
everything to be free, from “1984,” to “The Hunger 
Games.” We can’t allow ourselves to succumb to fear 
and sacrifice our freedom. We need to be free.
Larry Philbin            News Editor
By Alex Bertsch
The friends of UND student 
Alex Davis were doing home-
work, chatting about sea lions 
and listening to music when 
they got the news he had died. 
Alex hadn’t shown up to work 
that morning, and his friend was 
called in to cover his shift. 
Shortly after, they read the 
email from UND President 
Robert Kelley informing the 
campus of Alex’s death. 
This article is in response to 
the email composed by the Uni-
versity Police Department that 
“(warned) the campus commu-
nity about dangerous synthetic/
designer drugs.” 
Though this email was sent 
with the best of intentions, its 
advice will not save any lives at 
UND. 
If our goal as a community is 
to make people safe, we are go-
ing about it the wrong way. 
Telling people to abstain 
from drug use is in many ways 
similar to telling people to ab-
stain from premarital sex: It’s 
not inherently a bad idea, and it 
exhibits all the right intentions, 
but it’s unrealistic to think it’s 
the best way to keep people safe. 
That’s why we teach students 
about safe sex and provide stu-
dents with free condoms. 
Drugs should be treated in a 
Putting education above fear
on using is what they think it is. 
These kits are cheap, and if 
the goal of universities is to re-
duce harm and save lives, it may 
be the most responsible, effec-
tive move. 
While there are legitimate 
worries that doing so would 
be seen as promoting drug use, 
it’s far more likely to save a life 
than simply telling people to 
say no to drugs or else. 
“(We) are certain that the 
instances we know about are 
only the tip of the iceberg,” the 
email reads.
Why is this intended to 
come off as intimidating? Isn’t 
it really an opportunity to teach 
people about these things? 
How much more safer will 
campus be if, as UPD’s email 
recommends, we “keep (our) 
eyes open for such things as 
small pieces of tinfoil (and) 
baggies” and report “unusual 
behavior” to the police? 
It seems criminalizing stu-
dents who might experiment 
with drugs is more important 
than making sure those who 
choose to are safe. 
If that’s the university’s goal, 
then it’s being achieved. If we’re 
really interested in keeping peo-
ple safe, there is a better way. 
similar manner.
The fact is people always 
have and always will use drugs, 
regardless of what state and fed-
eral laws are implemented or 
how much they are scared away 
from using them. 
Very little attention is given 
to safe drug use — but isn’t that 
what we really want? 
Harm reduction drug edu-
cation could include an honest 
assessment of the risk of each 
substance, because what’s en-
tirely unappreciated to many in 
the community is that not all 
drugs are the same.  
Some, like NBOMe (men-
tioned in UPD’s email), are far 
more dangerous than others, 
like LSD, is regarded as rela-
tively safe physically. 
“(Due) to the nature of the 
way they are being obtained, 
users cannot be certain of what 
substance(s) they are actually 
ingesting,” the email reads. 
This, as UPD recognizes, 
is the most serious problem of 
campus drug use. 
This hints at how drugs are 
often not sold as what they are, 
but rather as they can be labled 
as a drug whose effects they 
may mimic. 
NBOMe is often sold as 
LSD, because the effects are 
somewhat similar and since 
NBOMe is considerably cheap-
er and therefore has a higher 
profit margin if sold as LSD.
Making test kits available to 
students would allow them to 
verify the substance they plan 
Will Beaton is the editor-in-chief
for The Dakota Student. 
He can be reached at 
william.beaton@my.und.edu
Larry Philbin is the news editor
for the Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
lawrence.philbin@my.und.edu
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Kjerstine Trooien is a staff writer 
 for The Dakota Student. 
She can be reached at 
kjerstine.trooien@my.und.edu
Have anything interesting to say? Want to make your voice heard?
The Dakota Student is looking for columnists with diverse and interesting opinions.
Columnists have paid campus jobs that will help them build important writing skills 
and strong resumes. All are welcome to apply.
To apply, visit 
 www.dakotastudent.com/employment
Kjerstine
Trooien
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I’m not much of a partier. 
I enjoy the occasional beer or 
whiskey, but for the most part I 
keep my drinks virgin. 
I prefer a good night in with 
a good book or good friends over 
a night at a loud bar on all but 
special occasions. 
I’ve only been truly trashed 
once (and will never touch Rum 
Chata again) and don’t plan on 
doing so anytime soon.
I don’t have any strong feelings 
on binge drinking beyond “don’t 
drink and drive” and “don’t be so 
stupid you end up in the hospital.” 
I’m even for lowering the drinking 
age from 21 to 18.
But all I’ve been hearing 
these past couple of months is 
“Springfest” this and “Fire Kelly” 
that. My response: Really?
I get it. I really do. There is a 
good reason to fight for your right 
to party. Springfest has been a 
tradition, and one valued by the 
students who are embracing one 
last moment of drunk freedom 
before finals take over their lives. 
Here is a line being crossed 
when it comes to banning alcohol 
in the park that day because 
officials are worried about an 
unofficial Springfest.
And to those of you who 
are for canceling Springfest and 
keeping certain off-campus areas 
dry as well, I get it too. Binge 
drinking can end very badly. 
As an EMT, I remember 
seeing what excessive alcohol can 
do to a body. And yes, it’s true 
that those of us who choose to stay 
sober don’t much like dealing with 
drunk folk on a sunny afternoon. 
And of course, bad decisions are 
made around Springfest and 
can hurt UND’s reputation as a 
school.
But I still stand by my response: 
Really, guys? Really? This is what 
we’re choosing to get worked up 
about? A booze-fest near a college 
campus? Wow, because that kind 
of thing doesn’t happen at any 
other college campus in America.
There are so many more 
important issues that need our 
attention. Marriage equality 
is little more than a dream in 
North Dakota right now. The oil 
Cancelation
not a big deal
fields may be causing irreparable 
damage out west. Sex trafficking 
has become a much larger problem 
thanks, again, to the oil fields. I 
know more people who have been 
sexually assaulted than those who 
haven’t. Don’t get me started on 
the amount of spousal abuse that 
exists in this “great” state.
But instead, we’re getting 
worked up over college 
shenanigans? I can’t wrap my 
mind completely around this. I 
understand why folks see it as a 
big deal, as I’ve already explained, 
but how, I ask, are we making this 
so much more than it has to be?
I could go all conspiracy 
theorist on you, claim it might 
be a way to distract us from other 
university issues, but I think that’s 
a stretch. Honestly, I think it boils 
down to tradition.
As I said before, I’ve never 
attended Springfest, but I knew 
how much my peers looked 
forward to it. It was a moment 
of release after a hard year’s work 
before the real stress began. It was 
something that was talked about 
year round, a college student’s 
version of Christmas, with booze 
for presents.
And it can be hard to let go 
of traditions, especially if you feel 
like they’re being forcibly taken 
away. This becomes even harder 
when traditions don’t mix. But 
maybe we’re all looking at this the 
wrong way.
The elimination of Springfest, 
no matter what side of the 
fence you’re on, can lead to new 
opportunities. Some probably 
(okay, some will) involve lots 
and lots of drinking. Others will 
be completely booze-free. Just 
because a tradition is ending 
doesn’t mean that the world will 
end with it.
And you know what the best 
part of this approach is? We can 
start making new traditions, 
traditions that might just be able 
to satisfy everyone. We can be 
part of a new legacy. This does not 
have to be a negative thing.
But the most important thing 
about just accepting the change is 
the fact that acceptance means we 
don’t have to fight anymore — we 
can go on to fix the things that 
really need fixing and put all this 
pettiness behind us.
I assume by this point that 
most people have played the 
insanely popular board game 
“The Game of Life.” Designed 
by Reuben Klamer and Bill 
Markham and released by 
Milton Bradley. 
The game was intended 
to be a fun variation on the 
original game that was created 
by Milton Bradley in 1860, but 
it says more about our actual 
lives than the creators ever 
intended.
The game starts you off 
with an immediate choice; 
to either go to college, or go 
straight into your career. 
While it’s your choice if 
you want to win the game, you 
need to go to college. If you 
do go to college, you need to 
pay of course, but you do get 
to draw from a career pool that 
will earn substantially more 
money than if you skipped 
college. 
Correct or not, the game 
puts forth the idea that if you 
go to college you will make 
more money than those who 
don’t.
Finding meaning in Life
The next step in the game, 
whether it comes after you 
finish college, or right away, 
you have to draw a career and a 
salary at random from a deck. 
This is where the game 
says the most about life, as it 
portrays your success or failure 
as based entirely on luck. If 
you are lucky, you will get a 
great salary and will have very 
few obstacles on your path to 
win the game. If you are not 
so lucky, you will have to get 
lucky if you want to make a 
comeback. 
Nowhere in the game does 
skill play any role at all in the 
outcome of the game.
The next major event in the 
game is when the game forces 
you to stop to get married to 
someone. The games manual 
states, “When you reach this 
space, stop even if you have 
moves left. Take a LIFE Tile 
and add one people peg to 
your car. Then spin and move 
again.” 
The message that the 
game delivers is that you must 
conform to the monogamous 
relationships that are most 
common in our society, mainly 
the ones bound by the law. 
Love, in “The Game of 
Life,” is not free to manifest in 
the many different ways it does 
in the real world, but rather is 
set to a rigid guideline. 
The game continues as 
you cross the board, having 
children and changing careers 
until you reach retirement, 
when all of the players count 
up their money and the person 
with the most money wins. 
You could have won a 
Nobel Prize during the game, 
but if you didn’t make the most 
money, it doesn’t matter. In the 
end, “The Game of Life,” says 
that the only thing that matters 
is moo-lah.
“The Game of Life” sets a 
very uneasy precedent for how 
life should be. It creates an 
expectation that rules, social 
guidelines and the pursuit of 
money are the only way to live.
Life cereal, on the other 
hand, says something different. 
It’s  bland and tasteless, but 
if you put sugar or cinnamon 
on it, you make it your own 
and it won’t judge you for it. 
Sugar or not, with skim, one 
percent, two percent, whole or 
soy — Life cereal won’t judge 
you. 
Live your life like Life 
cereal, not the game.
Alex
Bertsch
The Dakota 
Student
Alex Bertsch is the opinion editor
for The Dakota Student. 
He can be reached at 
alexander.j.bertsch@my.und.edu
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for The Dakota Student. 
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not sure we need one, because 
I don’t think a higher education 
search firm is going to find us the 
person that can run our business 
and our academics,” Kenville said.
But DiLorenzo said the firm is 
necessary in order to view as many 
applications as possible.
“I want to hire a search firm, 
no question about that, because 
what I have found is that the dean 
is at the level that you really need 
some outside help to make sure 
you get as big of a pool as possible,” 
he said.
The search for a new dean is 
still in its preliminary stages — a 
consulting firm has yet to be de-
cided on, and costs are thus not yet 
known.
According to UND Spokes-
man Peter Johnson, the search 
committee, which will be appoint-
ed by the provost later this month, 
will be in charge of choosing the 
firm. The fees will be paid for by 
the School of Aerospace Sciences 
and are usually either a percentage 
of the first years salary of dean or a 
negotiated flat fee. 
Johnson firmly believes hiring 
a search firm will save committee 
members time and work and that 
historically the practice of hiring 
firms has been beneficial overall.
“A search firm has been con-
nected to every major search that 
I can think of in my more than 
25 years at UND,” Johnson said. 
“This is the best approach to find-
ing the best applicants and promot-
ing them to apply for the position”
DiLorenzo also said he intends 
to take advantage of Smith’s early 
announcement.
“We have 15 months, and 
so we can have a very delibera-
tive approach to this next search,” 
DiLorenzo said.
The search committee will be 
responsible for putting together a 
job description for the new posi-
tion and playing a heavy role in the 
selection process for the new dean. 
Members of the committee have 
yet to be announced, but the com-
mittee will have several members of 
the aerospace community on it and 
student representation.
“This program has been wildly 
successful under Bruce Smith and 
John Odegaard,” committee mem-
ber hopeful Christina Smith said. 
“We just want to continue to sus-
tain that success into the future.”
DiLorenzo is meeting with the 
various five departments within the 
School of Aerospace during April 
to further address each group’s spe-
cific questions and concerns.
Chairman of the Atmospheric 
Sciences Department Mike Poellot 
voiced his opinion as well, point-
ing out the special circumstances of 
the situation.
“There aren’t very many col-
leges like this in the country, that 
have this composition, so that’s 
what makes it a little more non-
traditional of a search process, to 
get someone to lead this type of 
group,” Poellot said.
Marie Monson is a staff writer 
for The Dakota Student. 
She can be reached at 
marie.iva.monson@my.und.edu
“Conceptually it’s the best op-
tion, but without seeing numbers, 
I can’t commit to that,” Franklin 
said.
Vice President for Finance and 
Operations Alice Brekke told the 
Grand Forks Herald the school 
is not doing this to try and make 
more money.
“The whole equation is intend-
ed to be revenue neutral to the in-
stitution,” Brekke told the Herald. 
“This is not designed to generate 
more revenue to the institution. 
This is designed to incentivize cer-
tain kinds of things and to enable 
movement in what the board has 
determined is an important strate-
gic direction.”
Franklin said UND adminis-
tration is striving for more clarity 
with its new models, but the exist-
ing models don’t encourage that.
“They want transparency 
and to show students the cost up 
front,” Franklin said. “But there 
is a breakdown of fees on Campus 
Connection now. If you are lump-
ing it all together, you have no idea 
where that money is going. This is 
public information and not sensi-
tive information. We just want to 
let people know what we’re think-
ing.”
The North Dakota Legisla-
ture is looking at several bills that 
range from helping students with 
the cost of tuition to allowing the 
legislature to change tuition prices. 
UND is scheduled to present 
its proposals to the State Board 
of Higher Education on April 17. 
The North Dakota Legislative Ses-
sion ends on April 29.
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Aside from a few world history 
classes, it can be difficult for stu-
dents to find opportunities to learn 
about other cultures from around 
the globe. 
UND has made an effort to 
educate students on foreign cul-
tures this year through their series 
of Culture Nights — events that 
profile a specific country and teach 
attendees about its history and vari-
ous cultural differences. 
This past Thursday night at 
the Loading Dock, students were 
treated to German Cultural night.
The event brought awareness 
to the country’s vibrant traditions 
and broke through longstanding 
stereotypes.
After a powerful opening with 
the German National anthem, at-
tendees were given a brief rundown 
of the country’s statistics. 
Second only to Russia, Ger-
many has the largest population in 
German culture night breaks down stereotypes
There was no way I 
was going up there, 
I wouldn’t have 
been able to make it 
past the first word. 
I can’t even pull off 
tongue twisters that 
are in English.
Quinn Huisman
UND freshman
By Brendan McCabe 
The Dakota Student
Gorecki brings old school video games
By Alex Bertsch
The Dakota Student
Beeps played from the speakers of a CRT television Thurs-
day in the Gorecki Alumni Center as children and other guests 
gathered around to play “E.T.” on the Atari 2600.  
As part of the “Atari: Game Over” & Round Table event, 
Atari Archeologists brought together grand forks community 
members to celebrate and learn about the Atari game site ex-
cavation and speak directly with those that participated in the 
excavation of the Atari landfill. 
Organizers also included a viewing of the documentary 
“Atari: Game Over,” which tells the story of the dig.
The event set out to give people an experience for older 
gaming systems. 
“A lot of it was giving people an opportunity to become 
familiar with these gaming consoles, which for a lot of people 
were the first computers in their homes,” UND history profes-
sor Bill Caraher said. “Today we have our cellphones that have 
more computing power than the Apollo missions, but the first 
time that we came in contact with computers  in our everyday 
life was really something like Atari.”
The consoles at the event were provided by UND High 
Performance Computing Specialist Aaron Bergstrom. 
Bergstrom has been collecting and programming for Atari 
since 2005. 
“As a programmer and a person who runs the HPC, I 
think the Atari is just a good example of the basic structure of 
a computer,” Bergstrom said.
After some time playing games, the documentary “Atari: 
Game Over,” was shown to the audience.
The excavation took place at a landfill in the town of Al-
amogordo, N.M. The documentary also told the story of Atari, 
and how the games ended up in the landfill in the first place.
A panel featuring Caraher, assistant professor Bret Weber, 
Director of Academic Programs and Research for NDUS Rich-
ard Rothaus, Andrew Reinhard of the American Numismatic 
Society and Stony Brook professor of Culture and Technology 
Raiford Guins, who all worked as archeologists on the dig. 
The panel began by discussing the problems they had with 
the film — mainly its failure to provide the important archeo-
logical context. 
“What you don’t see in the documentary is all of the 
planning and all of the panic that was going on and all of the 
methods during the excavation — taking the buckets, bringing 
them over to the table — but that doesn’t make good movies,” 
Reinhard said. “But there were a lot of interviews too that were 
supposed to be extras on the Xbox app, but there’s nothing 
there.”
Despite the many problems the excavation had, it also had 
its benefits. 
“Our goal is to always try to get archeological artifacts into 
the public view,” Caraher said. “Atari games were never con-
sidered in the same way as other archeological artifacts, and so 
I think archeology had the effect of getting more of these into 
the public view.”
Alex Bertsch is the opinion editor for The Dakota Student. He can 
be reached at alexander.j.bertsch.
Atari games, controller and Magnavox Odyssey 2 console located at the “Atari: Game Over” & Round Table event held Thursday at the Gorecki 
Alumni Center. Photos by Jackson Smith/The Dakota Student.
Grand Forks community members play Mag-
navox Odyssey 2 games Thursday at the Gore-
cki Alumni Center. 
Photo by Jackson Smith/The Dakota Student.
Europe with its 80.2 million inhab-
itants fitting into a country roughly 
the size of Montana.
“I had no idea that Germany 
had such a huge population,” fresh-
man Lucas Mlinar said. “I can’t even 
imagine a quarter of the U.S. popula-
tion trying to fit into a place the size 
of a single state.”
Teaching assistant Michaela 
Dengg followed this up by going over 
a few of Germany’s more famous in-
ventions, including glue sticks, pret-
zels and the modern flamethrower.
“I guess when I thought of 
Germany, I only thought of their 
BMW’s,” Mlinar said. “It was re-
ally interesting to learn that they 
have had such an impact on every-
day life.”
After most of the facts were out 
of the way, presenters had some fun 
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German Culture Night held Tuesday at the Memorial Union. Photo submitted.
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Miniseries has gaps in storyline
By Alex Bertsch
The Dakota Student
For the first time, I received 
a review copy of a yet to be re-
leased television show. The show 
in question is Fox’s miniseries 
“Wayward Pines” — a miniseries 
based on the “Wayward Pines” 
novels by Blake Crouch. 
The show was developed by 
Chad Hodge and has M. Night 
Shyamalan as the executive pro-
ducer. This was when I became 
aware that this show might be 
awful. 
Shyamalan is a name that in-
Wayward Pines cast members. 
Photo courtesy of blastr.com.
spires great dread and fear within 
anyone who has seen his work. 
Shyamalan has a Midas’ Touch 
that rather than turning every-
thing he touches into gold, he 
turns it into a vomit inducing 
mess. He has a vampiric qual-
ity with actors, seeming to suck 
so much talent out of them that 
they appear like they have never 
had an interaction with humans 
before. That being said, I wasn’t 
going to let this stop me from 
watching the show.
“Wayward Pines” is the story 
of a secret service agent named 
Ethan Burke, played by Matt 
Dillon, who finds himself in the 
strange town of Wayward Pines, 
Idaho, after a bizarre car accident. 
The first episode opened with 
some purposefully disorienting 
cinematography that had me 
thinking that the show might ac-
tually be good. However, this is 
thrown out almost immediately 
in favor of very standard shots. 
Ethan Burke wakes up in 
the forest and walks into town, 
where he is taken to the hospi-
tal. Matt Dillon seemed to have 
not realized his mumbling is not 
the same as talking, so I had to 
turn the volume up substantially 
to even understand what he was 
saying. 
This episode was dull, and 
relied heavily on the sheer vast-
ness of the mystery of how Burke 
ended up in Wayward Pines, and 
why he can’t leave.
By the time I started watch-
ing the second episode, I was 
prepared to hate this show. The 
dialogue was awful, the  comput-
er-generated imagery was ugly 
and overused, and I had watched 
any chance of this show being in-
teresting die before my eyes when 
key parts of the mystery were re-
vealed in the first episode. 
Still I pushed on, and I came 
to discover that episode two was 
actually pretty good. The show 
seemed to embrace its wackiness 
in a way that made it a lot of fun 
to watch. 
At one point in the episode, 
Burke sneaks into the morgue to 
look at a body when the crazy 
nurse walks in. She then says the 
best line in the whole show, “I bet 
you really miss your wife. I bet 
when you see her again, you’re 
going to bang her brains out.” I 
had to pause the episode at this 
point because I was laughing so 
hard. 
The episode continues this 
with a hilarious performance by 
Terrence Howard as the town’s 
deranged sheriff. At one point 
Howard says that the ice cream 
cone he is eating has been a very 
bad boy. The entire energy of the 
show picked up as it developed 
into something that was much 
more upbeat and funny than the 
first episode, and for the first and 
last time I was excited to watch 
more of the show.
I thought that the series was 
going somewhere after this epi-
sode. I had my hope restored. But 
my hope was about to be slaugh-
tered. 
The third episode brings in 
Burke’s wife and son, who to this 
point had only been seen outside 
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Opening up the conversation: Sex Ed Boot Camp
By Serianna Henkel 
The Dakota Student
Comfort zones were challenged 
last Thursday when Sex Ed Boot 
Camp came to UND.
Sexologists Joni Frater and Es-
ther Lastique brought their touring 
lecture to a crowd of students at the 
Memorial Union, speaking on top-
ics of safe sex, healthy relationships 
and sexual self-empowerment.
The presentation, entitled ‘Take 
Care of Your Privates,’ began with 
Frater and Lastique asking the au-
dience whether or not they believe 
they were properly taught about sex 
by a trusted source, such as a parent. 
Lastique noted only five percent 
of hands in the room were raised. 
The audience was then polled about 
its various sources of sex education. 
Answers varied from friends, to “self-
help” magazines such as “Cosmo-
politan” to porn.
“In a world where sex can ex-
pose you to deadly diseases, students 
need to be armed with the most cur-
rent information on preventing the 
spread of diseases, unplanned preg-
nancy and unwanted sexual advanc-
es,” the Boot Camp’s website states.
Whether a student is abstinent, 
in a monogamous relationship or 
enjoying casual hook-ups, sexual 
health and safety should always be 
a top priority, according to Frater 
and Lastique. The presentation was 
inclusive of all sexualities, and made 
a point to address that all stages of 
sexual preference and experience are 
OK.
Myths were broken down and 
facts were analyzed in an up-close-
and-personal visual slideshow that 
left little to the imagination. 
Frater and Lastique delivered 
a sassy, humorous back-and-forth 
that kept the audience engaged and 
laughing along the way.
Frater and Lastique’s interactive 
presentation has been given nation-
wide, UND, just one stop in a tour. 
The pair has been at it for 11 years 
and has also co-authored the book 
“Love Her Right.” 
They also have been featured sex 
experts on several television and ra-
dio shows and in magazines such as 
“Cosmopolitan” and “Men’s Health 
UK.”
Anne Bodensteiner, health & 
wellness promotion coordinator at 
UND, helped organize the event.
According to Bodensteiner, a re-
cent survey taken at UND showed 
condom usage among students is 
much lower than it was two years 
ago. She is hoping to raise awareness 
about the use of condoms and safe 
sex in order to eventually get those 
numbers up.
In bringing Frater and Lastique 
to UND, Bodensteiner invites stu-
dents to open up the conversation 
about sex on campus.
“Sexual health and sex is a really 
big part of people’s lives,” Boden-
stein  said. “And nobody talks about 
it.” 
She notes the stigma behind 
talking about sex with potential 
partners. Contraceptives and STIs 
can be awkward subjects, but are 
necessary to address.
“I hope students take away how 
to talk to their partners about sex, 
how to protect themselves and be 
comfortable where they are in their 
sexual lives,” Bodensteiner said.
Serianna Henkel is a staff writer 
for The Dakota Student. 
She can be reached at 
serianna.henkel@my.und.edu
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COST:  $7.00 for 50 words or less per issue.
DEADLINE:  Classifieds for Tuesday’s paper are due on 
Friday at noon. Classifieds for Friday’s paper are due 
Wednesday at noon.
FORMAT:  No classified ads will be taken over the 
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basement of the Memorial Union.
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run. Contact The Dakota Student office at 701-777-
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NOW HIRING
Deeks Pizza is looking for you. 
We are currently hiring FT and PT 
Cooks and Drivers. Flexible schedule. 
Free Pizza on the nights you work. 
Competitive Pay. Apply by visiting 
the store at 512 N Washington St or 
go to workfordeeks.com
Choice Health & Fitness is tak-
ing applications for: Childcare, Deli 
and Maintenance workers, you can 
apply at Choice Health & Fitness at 
4401 11th Ave South or online @ 
Choicehf.com.
Columbia West has what you 
need in an apartment! Many and spa-
cious floor plans. Many updates and 
incentives. 701.765.3024 or colum-
biawest@goldmark.com 
Violence Intervention Advocate. 
Position will provide services to do-
mestic violence and sexual assault vic-
tims. This position will also include 
duties specifically related to our emer-
gency shelter housing and providing 
services to its residents. A Bachelor’s 
degree in a human service field and 
ND licensure preferred. Related work 
experience preferred. This position is 
part of the Light of Hope Program at 
the Community Violence Interven-
tion Center and will also be respon-
sible for coverage on CVIC’s 24-hour 
crisis line. Please view our website at 
www.cviconline.org or contact Jamie 
at 701.746.0405 or jamie@cvicon-
line.org for application information. 
All positions are opened until filled. 
EOE
 
Law Enforcement Advocate. The 
position is a full time, benefited posi-
tion. The Law Enforcement Advocate 
will act as a liaison between city/rural 
law enforcement and victims in crisis. 
The advocate is the primary victim 
contact after a crisis, making contact 
with victims after incidents of abuse 
or assault to provide immediate crisis 
intervention, information and co-
ordination of services. The Law En-
forcement Advocate will also provide 
training for new law enforcement of-
ficers and technical assistance to law 
enforcement in processing dangerous 
situations. The Law Enforcement 
Advocate is part of the Light of Hope 
Program at the Community Violence 
Intervention Center and will also be 
responsible for coverage on CVIC’s 
24-hour crisis line. Please view our 
website at www.cviconline.org or 
contact Jamie at 701.746.0405 or 
jamie@cviconline.org for application 
information.  All positions are opened 
until filled.  EOE
Local moving and storage com-
pany looking for friendly, hard work-
ing people.  flexible scheduling with 
pay of up to $16/hour - stop by 4700 
DeMers Ave for an application.   Must 
have valid drivers license.
Looking for an awesome, loving, 
trustworthy nanny to care for a cute 
baby boy under one year old. Start 
in May/June. Hours flexible. E-mail 
cover letter and resume to sarah@
brickandbarleygf.com.”
Brendan McCabe is a staff writer 
for The Dakota Student. 
He can be reached at 
brendan.mccabe@my.und.edu
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The UND 
Percussion Ensemble 
on stage!
Guest artist Brian Nozny,
accomplished percussionist 
and composer!
8:00pm Tuesday, April 21
Hughes Fine Arts Department
Josephine Campbell Recital Hall
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Alex Bertsch is the opinion editor 
for The Dakota Student. 
He can be reached at 
alexander.j.bertsch@my.und.edu
Traditional German bratwurst served with sauerkraut.
with the crowd by inviting students 
to go on stage and try their best at 
pronouncing some intimidating 
German tongue twisters.
“There was no way I was going 
up there, I wouldn’t have been able 
to make it past the first word,” fresh-
man Quinn Huisman said. “I can’t 
even pull off tongue twisters that are 
in English.”
At the end of the presentation, 
attendees were treated with an op-
portunity to try some customary 
German cuisine.
“We served traditional potato 
soup, marble cake and a type of brat-
wurst that is one of the most com-
monly served German fast foods,” 
Dengg said.
After sampling the German 
cooking, freshman David Syverson 
had nothing but compliments for 
the meal.
“I’ve tried a few different kinds 
of brats in my day, and this was defi-
nitely one of the good ones,” Syver-
son said.
A quick poll of a small group of 
students determined the night was a 
success, and it was the direct result 
of almost four weeks of planning by 
motivated volunteers.
“It was stressful to be fair; you 
have to put a whole culture in 20 
to 30 minutes,” Dengg said. “But 
it was a good time, and afterwards a 
lot of people I didn’t know came to 
visit me to say they really enjoyed the 
presentation.”
Dengg’s experience with culture 
nights served as motivation.
“I attended all of the other Cul-
ture Nights, and at some point I de-
cided I wanted to do that for Ger-
many,” she said. “It’s a great way to 
promote culture on campus.”
of the town. The episode makes 
almost no progress story wise 
until the end. Howard was car-
rying the entire show on his 
back with a zany and over the 
top performance. He was the 
lifeblood that made the show 
watchable — and I wouldn’t 
spoil this if I didn’t find it ab-
solutely necessary — and at the 
end of the episode, he is killed 
off.
I can never comprehend 
how the decision to kill off the 
most interesting character in the 
show was made, but it could not 
have been a worse one. From 
this point on, the show lacked a 
much needed presence that How-
ard had brought in spades. With 
one foul swoop, the show had de-
stroyed any hope that I had for it. 
At this point I had to change 
disks; and when I did, something 
odd happened. What was sup-
posed to be episode four had a 
review of the show’s events before 
the episode that hinted at an epi-
sode that I had never seen. While 
seeing this episode may have 
helped the show, I doubt it would 
have saved the show. 
The whole mystery is pret-
ty much revealed in the fourth 
episode and the resolution is 
incredibly dumb. It involves — 
and once again I must spoil it, 
in order to adequately describe 
its awfulness — the devolution 
of the human race into hunting 
machines that kill all of the hu-
mans, so a scientist freezes some 
humans and brings them to live 
in a sanctuary, and the year isn’t 
2014, but actually 4028 and 
there is a resistance and blah blah 
blah. This is stupid. This whole 
show is stupid.
I am giving “Wayward Pines,” 
an incredibly generous one star 
out of five, in part because that 
is how many episodes are actually 
decent, but mostly because we 
don’t have a graphic for zero stars. 
The show wreaks of lost 
potential. It is poorly written, 
poorly directed and lacks any 
consistency in style or character 
motivations, and at times had 
me questioning if I had seen a 
character before or if I was sup-
posed to recognize them, only 
to tell me five minutes later that 
I didn’t know them. 
Don’t watch this show. For 
your sake and mine, just don’t.
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For every $1 you save, NDCAP matches $2 to 
pay for your college tuition. Going to college 
just got 200% easier. 
To learn more call 701-232-2452
or email ida@sendcaa.org
It’s like when your 
mom says she’ll 
pay half, but better.
Sophie Pratt pitches to Sacramento State. 
Photo by Nicholas Nelson/The Dakota Student.
Softball team swept at home
 — UND women’s softball in a rut, stays hopeful after big loss to Sacramento
The UND softball team was 
swept in its home opener last 
weekend in a conference series 
matchup against Sacramento 
State. The Green and White lost 
a doubleheader to the Hornets on 
Friday and dropped the final game 
Saturday, 16-2. 
The first game of the double-
header started in favor of North 
Dakota on offense as its first two 
hits of the day were home runs. 
Freshman Shelby Hard hit her 
12th home run this season while 
sophomore Jackie Lilek hit her 
third of the year. 
As North Dakota has strug-
gled to win games this year, Hard 
has seen plenty of success at the 
plate. Hard, who is hitting .330 
on the season, leads UND in bat-
ting average, slugging percentage 
at .723, runs scored with 23 and 
37 hits. 
Despite home runs from Lilek 
and Hard, North Dakota wasn’t 
able to hang on to its one-run 
lead, and in the seventh inning, 
gave up five runs to Sacramento 
state, who went on to win 8-3. 
Errors were a problem for 
North Dakota.
By Ben Novak
The Dakota Student
North Dakota committed five 
errors in the team’s second home 
game of the year, losing the second 
game of the day to Sacramento 
12-0.  Sacramento pitcher Celina 
Matthias pitched a no-hitter and 
only allowed two North Dakota 
batters to reach first base. 
Saturday’s game got off to a 
rough start for North Dakota as 
the hot bats of Sacramento State 
managed eight hits and eleven 
runs in the first inning. Jackie 
Lilek got North Dakota on the 
scoreboard with a two-run homer 
for her fourth of the season in the 
bottom of the third. Those would 
be the only runs UND would 
score on Saturday, resulting in a 
16-2 loss. 
North Dakota, now 8-32 on 
the season, hasn’t registered a win 
since Mar., 18.  he Green and 
White have struggled on the road 
this season and are still searching 
for their first conference win of 
the season. 
For North Dakota, a common 
theme this year has been falling 
behind early and not being able to 
generate enough offensive to come 
back in games. 
When trailing after the first 
inning, UND is 1-17, and, after 
the second, the team is 2-20. The 
current 14-game losing streak is 
the longest of the year for North 
Dakota.
The good news for North Da-
kota is that the month of April 
offers some time off from some 
recent long distance travelling. 
North Dakota will go on the 
road for a doubleheader against 
South Dakota State this week, but 
will then return to Apollo Sports 
Complex for a 10-game homes-
tand. 
North Dakota will have a 
chance to earn its first conference 
win of the season when it hosts 
Portland State in the first series of 
the ten-home matchups.  
Portland State currently is sec-
ond to last in the Big Sky stand-
ings, one spot ahead of last place 
North Dakota. 
North Dakota will travel to 
Brookings, S.D. on Tuesday for a 
doubleheader against South Da-
kota State before returning home 
for the remainder of April.  
Ben Novak is a staff writer 
for The Dakota Student. 
She can be reached at 
benjamin.novak@my.und.edu
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Five seniors ended their 29-
10-3 season at that.
Hakstol said despite the 
team’s execution in the first few 
minutes of the game, there wasn’t 
much more to ask of the players 
that never emanated a feeling of 
defeat.
Despite falling into a hole to 
climb out of, North Dakota reset 
its course, banded together and 
fell just shy of what it traveled to 
Boston to accomplish.
“I think this group is, I’ve 
used the term, resilient,” Hakstol 
said. “I had no question what our 
third period would be like. That’s 
a deep hole to come out of, let’s 
be honest. I don’t think there 
was any second thought about it. 
Put the next shift together — I 
thought that’s what we did as we 
rebuilt our first period from there.
“I had no question in my 
mind that we would tie this game 
up as we got into that last min-
ute, minute and a half. I thought 
our group stuck together, and we 
came up short.”
McIntyre sat on a stage at Matthews 
Arena in Boston with Jack Eichel and 
Jimmy Vesey as the three finalists for 
the Hobey Baker Award.
Though Eichel’s name was an-
nounced as the winner, McIntyre 
was the first to stand up and hug 
his competitor to his left.
Winning the Mike Richter 
Award was high praise for Mc-
Intyre.
The honor is based on academ-
ics, community, service, sports-
manship and on-ice performance, 
something McIntyre will be the 
first to say winning would not be 
possible without his supporters.
“Obviously, I didn’t get here 
all on my own,” McIntyre said. 
“There’s been tons of people in my 
life that have helped me get to his 
point … Without them, it would 
just be a dream, but now dreams 
become reality … I just want to say 
thank you from the bottom of my 
heart.”
McIntyre said he is grateful for 
his teammates and his family, and 
for the help of coaches — espe-
cially volunteer assistant coach Karl 
Goehring for the past three seasons.
The two interacted at hockey 
camps many years ago, and Mc-
Intyre knew Goehring was some-
one he wanted to model his game 
after.
“To really get here and experi-
ence it first-hand with his outlook 
from playing at the collegiate level 
to playing professional hockey, he’s 
certainly learned many techniques, 
but also maybe more so the mental 
side of what it takes to become an 
elite goaltender,” McIntyre said.
McIntyre would watch video 
every Monday and Tuesday with 
Goehring, always striving toward 
improvement — his teachable at-
titude was present from the start.
How Geohring was able to suc-
ceed as a former UND goaltender 
intrigued McIntyre.
“Whether it’s that or doing the 
goalie skates before practices, or just 
maybe sitting down and having a 
talk just about life, basically, about 
his accomplishments and what he 
saw going through his career,” Mc-
Intyre said. “It’s been a really special 
relationship where, I don’t think 
without that, I would be anything 
close to where I’m at now.”
Here he is now — The Mike 
Richter Award winner, NCHC 
goalie of the year, most valuable 
player of the West Regional, sec-
ond-team All-American and first-
team all-conference player.
Richter said McIntyre’s accom-
plishments expand beyond the ice.
“I think what separates the 
truly great players, the exceptional 
players like Zane, is what’s between 
their ears, and it’s tough to get a 
sense for that until you start know-
ing the person,” Richter said. “He’s 
got an incredible amount of poise. 
These are not easy games, I love the 
way he competes, he’s square to the 
puck, all the right things that you 
can see physically … But I think it’s 
really what you find in him as a per-
son, and what we’re trying to focus 
on with this award a little bit more, 
I think that is what’s going to pave 
his way to success.”
Elizabeth Erickson is the sports 
editor of The Dakota Student. 
She can be reached at 
elizabeth.e.erickson@my.und.edu
Elizabeth Erickson is the sports 
editor of The Dakota Student. 
She can be reached at 
elizabeth.e.erickson@my.und.edu
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Beaten in Boston
BOSTON — A handful of skaters 
stayed on the ice after the game, many 
of them kneeling in the ice, their heads 
down as they glanced away from the 
scoreboard at TD Garden that showed a 
5-3 loss in the NCAA Frozen Four Semi-
finals against Boston University.
For a senior class that was the last to 
wear a Fighting Sioux logo, dreams of 
hoisting an eighth national champion-
ship trophy were severed. There was no 
celebration last Thursday night, just a fa-
miliar spiral toward the heartbreaking end 
of a season that ended the same way it did 
last year.
The last five trips to the Frozen Four 
were all spent the same — never quite 
continuing on to the championship 
game. Despite its seven trips to the Frozen 
Four in 11 years, this one featured differ-
ent means of reaching what would even-
tually become the end.
Some of UND’s teams were expected 
to make the familiar trip to the national 
stage — some weren’t.
Other seasons began with a slow start 
that would require just the right situations 
to come out as one of the top-four teams 
competing for a national title.
This team made it under different 
circumstances.
But whether it was overcoming in-
juries that left skaters watching from the 
stands, or banding together to travel the 
road to the Frozen Four and end a 15-year 
drought of raising another banner, it was 
impossible to encompass how the season 
shaped the team after leaving the ice for 
the last time.
“As you all might imagine — I’ve said 
it before because I’ve been in this situation 
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— it’s impossible to put perspective on a 
season,” UND coach Dave Hakstol said. 
“So I won’t try and do that.”
North Dakota fell to an early 2-0 
deficit that Luke Johnson was able to 
erase less than a minute into the second 
period. The sophomore fired a shot from 
a sharp angle and triggered momentum 
for North Dakota.
The Terriers made it 3-1, then 4-1.
North Dakota had one final period of 
play to rally a comeback.
Troy Stecher and Connor Gaarder 
succeeded in putting UND within one 
goal of a shot at the championship game. 
Yet no more pucks were put in the net.
The season was over.
“It’s a tough time for our group in 
the locker room,” Hakstol said after the 
game. “Especially for a group of seniors 
that for four years have led our program, 
and for many of them maybe done it for 
unexpected circumstances. No one bet-
ter than our captain and our leader than 
in Steph Pattyn through these past four 
years.”
The captain, like many of his team-
mates, remembers the Minnesota goal 
with six-tenths of a second left on the lock 
last season that ended UND’s season in 
the semifinals. He watched the class above 
him never capture their ultimate goal, 
learned from the experience and led this 
team with hopes of ending it differently.
A different makeup, a different jour-
ney — yet North Dakota always knew 
what it was trying to accomplish.
“We’ve kind of been the same team 
all year — led by our seniors obviously,” 
Stecher said. “Never any doubt in our 
minds or any quit, just a game of hockey.”
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Sophomore defenseman Paul LaDue walks through the tunnels at 
TD Garden in Boston last weekend at the Frozen Four. 
Photo by Chester Beltowski/The Dakota Student
Win streak continues
UND was able to continue 
its streak of good baseball against 
WAC rivals Chicago State last 
weekend.
North Dakota looked to keep 
the bats flying, winning by a score 
of 6-4. 
Senior outfielder Sam Alt was 
put into the leadoff position and 
took advantage of it by accounting 
for three of UND’s 12 hits. 
Junior infielders Jeff Campbell 
and Dalton Leuschke each had two 
hits and two RBI’s, while senior 
outfielder Tyler Follis and freshman 
catcher Brett Harrison each had 
two hits, respectively.
UND coach Jeff Dodson 
showed much praise for his hitters 
after the game.
“I thought we swung the bats 
pretty well,” Dodson said. “We 
talked a little bit about approach, 
what we were going to do and we 
had some guys that came through.”
Pitcher Andrew Thome gave the 
Green and White a solid outing. His 
final line read with him tossing 7.2 in-
nings allowing only two runs on six 
hits while also striking out four and 
walking one. Campbell then came in 
to secure the win for the squad.
Campbell was pleased with his 
team’s performance.
“We had a big win on Monday, 
and coming out here winning today 
is huge,” he said.
UND continued its streak into 
Saturday, winning a nail-bitter by a 
score of 2-1. 
Sophomore pitcher Zach Muck-
enhirn was lights out for North Da-
kota, giving a brilliant outing. He 
finished the game with eight innings 
pitched and allowed a run on seven 
hits while recording five punch outs.
“It’s exciting to win the series,” 
Muckenhirn said. “As the season goes 
on, we’re looking to get into that tour-
nament.”
Dodson said North Dakota has a 
strong push toward the playoffs.
“After the weekend we’ll take a 
look at it,” he told UND sports. 
“We’ve accomplished what we 
wanted to do here, which is win 
the series. Any time you can get 
that, you get a swing of a lot of per-
centage points and plus you get the 
head-to-head tiebreaker.”
UND currently sits at No. 7 in 
the conference and looks to keep 
working up the standings to get 
into the playoffs. With an even 20 
games left on the schedule, UND 
will look to finish the regular season 
strong.
After a seven-game homes-
tand, UND is on the road first in 
a one-game stint vs. South Dakota 
State, followed by a weekend se-
ries against WAC leaders Seattle 
University and another one-game 
showdown against in-state rivals 
North Dakota State. UND will be 
back at Kraft Field on April 24 to 
open a seven-game homestand.
Growing up about an hour east of 
Grand Forks, a young Zane McIntyre 
dreamt of one day playing for the team 
he grew up watching, in a place he of-
ten attended hockey camps during the 
summer.
The Thief River Falls native grew 
familiar with the short drive that even-
tually became his home.
Now a junior at UND, McIntyre 
spent the 2014-15 season with a team 
once again determined to surpass its 
mark from last year. McIntyre, too, 
became a dominant force in his post, 
setting a school record for career goals 
against average and save percentage.
His performance garnered him a 
spot in the Hobey Hat Trick, and he 
also was awarded the Mike Richter 
Award last Friday at Matthews Arena 
in Boston.
Yet after suffering a season-ending 
loss to Boston University last Thursday 
in the Frozen Four semifinals, Mc-
Intyre spent the next day accepting the 
honor as college hockey’s best goalten-
der.
McIntyre spent long weekends 
traveling to hockey camps as a kid; of-
ten making the roadtrips with his late 
grandmother Susan McIntyre, who 
encouraged his childhood dreams that 
would soon become a reality.
“It’s those little dreams and stuff 
you get to go through at a young age,” 
McIntyre said. “Thinking about, ‘Hey, 
maybe one day that would be cool to 
experience playing for North Dakota.’ 
And for this to actually be happening 
has been an absolute blessing, and real-
ity was tough to see at the time. But 
just set your goals, and anything is pos-
sible really. It’s pretty special.”
Later that day, after accepting the 
award from Mike Richter himself, 
McIntyre garners 
high goalie honor
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The Dakota Student. 
He can be reached at 
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BSB, April 14 
vs. South Dakota State
Brookings, S.D.
SB, April 14 
vs. South Dakota State
Brookings, S.D.
WTEN, April 17 
vs. Minnesota-Crookston
Grand Forks, N.D.
TRACK/FIELD, 
April 18
Beach Invitational
Norwalk, Calif.
— North Dakota baseball team registers strong performance at home
